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brainstormed. The general concept is to

Dora Ammerman

converse with their peers without any

hold open office hours in which
students of any grade will be able to

As Covid?s severity continues, more
and more students have developed
mental health problems. Since people
are urged to remain inside alone for
longer amounts of time, disorders such
as depression and anxiety have become
highly

prevalent.

For

students

especially, Covid has had a huge effect
on mental health. Students no longer
have the same social opportunities as
before

the

pandemic.

Since

the

beginning of this year, students also
haven?t been able to participate in
many extracurricular activities such as

C1- Aaron Rodger s' 400th
Touchdown Pass

sports and the theater. A report

D1- Tier L ist of the Week

published by the U.S. Centers for

D2-L unch M enu and
Games

Disease Control showed that symptoms

D3 - Question of the Week

of

anxiety tripled and depression

quadrupled in August. Due to the
increasing rates of mental health among
students, HCS Secondary Steering has
proposed

a

psychological

support

project for the many people affected by
the pandemic. Both NHS and NJHS
will be involved in the project and there
are many ideas which are being

adults. NHS and NJHS members will
have the opportunity to volunteer study
hall cells towards the project. The hope
for the activity is to unify HCS students
as well as provide a safe place for
students to express their feelings and
struggles. Hopefully, this will have a
positive result and help the many who
have been affected by Covid.
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HolidayDoor Decorating
By Ben Coddington
Here at HCS our faculty love to
put their holiday spirit on full
display each year for the ?Holiday
Door Decorating Contest.? Their
doors are decorated with various
themes from Santa and his reindeer
to Christmas trees with lights.
Some have Christmas song lyrics,
while some have holiday movie
quotes or characters such as
?Frosty? and ?the Grinch.? There
are doors with gingerbread men and
doors with snowmen. Some
standouts include Mrs. Freeth?s,
which is a homage to John Hughes?
Christmas classic ?Home Alone?
equipped with both a copy of
Kevin?s ?battle plan? and the two
infamous paint buckets, and Mrs.
Lehman?s, which serves as a
reminder that even math can spread
Christmas cheer! Additionally, for
Ms. King, this contest was the
perfect opportunity to teach HCS
students how to say ?Merry
Christmas? in Spanish. Dr.
Helfant?s door informs us that it is
in fact electrons that allow our
lights to shine, and then of course
there is Mr. Rose?s, which is?
well?
very Mr. Rose. Mrs.
Bossard decided to celebrate all the
members of FFA by putting a
Christmas tree on her door with
member?s faces on the ornaments,
while Mrs. Coddington and Ms.
Trivisonno put gingerbread cookies
on theirs and the slogan ?smart
cookies read,? reminding students
of the importance of picking up a
good book. Additionally, Mr.
LePage and Mrs. Reynolds share

Most Original/Creative door:
Mr. Houck

Most Elaborate Door: Mrs. Reynolds
/ Mr. LePage (Gym Door)

Funniest Door:
Mrs. Kowalski
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TWO doors, one that depicts LePage
as a snowman and another of Santa
coming down the chimney, which
surely must be cheating, right? I guess
not because that dynamic duo snagged
the award for ?most elaborate door?
(the gym door). Theirs depicted a
mantel filled with holiday decor such
as stockings and a menorah as well as
Santa falling out of the chimney. Next
up is Mrs. Kowalski, the winner of the
funniest door award, for her very
punny door. Hers depicted her two
dogs, one getting tangled in Christmas
lights and the other breaking
Christmas ornaments with the tagline
?Feliz Naughty Dogs.? Finally, the
winner of the most original/creative
award went to Mr. Houck for his super
?sus? ?Among Us? themed door.
Picturing
eight
?Among
Us
Crewmates? Houck?s was yet another
punny door with the catchphrase, ?the
holidays
are
among
us.?
Congratulations to the three winners!
All faculty members did an amazing
job with their door decorations this
holiday season and we cannot wait to
see what they have in store for next
year.
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FromFull Houseto
theBigHouse
By Ella Kenyon

Actor Lori Loughlin and
husband Mossimo Giannulli have
been in the limelight for the past
year, and are now facing jail time
due to the college admissions
scandal. Just six days ago, Olivia
Jade, social media influencer and
daughter of the actor, spoke out
about the scandal on Red Table
Talk with Willow Smith, Jada
Pinkett Smith, and Adrienne
Banfield-Norris.
Both Loughlin and Giannulli
are currently doing time in prison
for pleading guilty on accounts
of wire and mail fraud. Since the
news broke last year Olivia Jade
had been off the grid, essentially
sharing no information on her
parents, and her knowledge of
the scandal.
During the interview it was
clear that Olivia was trying to get
an apology through, and explain
her side of the story. She
expressed, ?I?m not trying to
victimize myself. I don?t want
pity - I don?t deserve pity. We
messed up. I just want a second
chance to be like, ?I recognize I
messed up,?... I never got to say,
?I?m really sorry this happened,?
or ?I really own that this was a
big mess-up on everybody?s
part,??. Although she makes this
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acknowledgement she still has
received much backlash from
sources saying that someone
clearly prepared her on what to
say and how to say it.
Olivia also admitted that at first
she ?didn?t see the wrong? with
the situation, and followed up by
saying, ?I walked around my
whole 20 years of life not
realizing, ?You have insane
privilege. You?re like the poster
child of white privilege. You had
no idea.??

Former Full House Actor, Lori Loughlin

Since the scandal, Olivia has
spent her time mentoring young,
at risk students in L.A.. She
explained how her mentality has
shifted since then stating, ?They
were all so little but they were Olivia Jade Giannulli with Red Table Talks
hosts, Jada Pinett Smith, Willow Smith,
grateful for their education ... I
and Adrienne Banfield-Norris
was watching all of them and I
was thinking about my situation
and that I took all of that for
granted.?
Through the entirety of the
interview Giannulli makes it
clear that both her, and the
members of her family have
learned valuable lessons through
this experience. She closes by
saying, ?I want to move forward
and I totally, totally understand if
people aren?t ready to jump on
board with me, but I?m here
because I want to leave it on the
table, ... I don?t want to keep
dragging this throughout my
life.?
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Song Recommendations
of theWeek
By Ben Pollock
Music has been bringing joy to
people from all around the world
during these crazy times, but
sometimes our playlists start to feel
a bit too samey, and require some
?renovation? so to speak. As a
musician with very eclectic tastes, I
listen to music from many different
genres, and I love to expose people
to new songs and artists they
previously haven?t heard of. I know
that music is an extremely powerful
and moving form of art, and it can
really help individuals channel their
emotions and express themselves.
Usually when someone turns on a
certain playlist or shuffles an artist,
they have a specific emotion that
they?re aiming to capture and feel,
so I have decided to provide a few
song
recommendations,
with
descriptions, tailored to a wide
range of emotions in this second
edition of Song Recommendations
of the Week!
Happy: ¨Cloud 9¨ by Beach
Bunny: This song is very energetic
and could fit into a lot of the
categories in this list, but I feel
happy is the best fit. Beach Bunny
is an Alternative Indie band, and
their sound is very unique and
catchy. There is a steady driving
rhythm from the guitar and drums
that blends perfectly with the lead
singer?s (Lili Trifilio) soft but
dynamic voice. This song is perfect
for long drives with friends or
family!
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L ove: ¨Feels Like This¨ by Maisie
Peters: This song is so unique and
truly a hidden gem. The piano part
is hauntingly beautiful, containing
chords typically not heard in pop
music, and Maisie?s voice blends
perfectly. This is definitely the kind
of song you?d listen to on late night
drives, or when you?re out
stargazing. Out of all the songs on
this list, I would definitely
recommend this one the most!
Angr y: ¨Bangbangbang¨ by Deal
Casino: This is the holy grail of
angsty music! The guitar part is
clearly inspired by emo/punk bands
like Jimmy Eat World and
Blink-182, and it is super catchy!
The vocals are also absolutely
perfect, and they remind me of Mr.
Brightside by the Killers, which is
definitely a compliment. This song
is one of the best angry heartbreak
songs I?ve heard, and it's truly a
journey to listen to. The song is
very dynamic, and switches from
loud angst to more quiet
melancholy and then to pure anger.
I would definitely recommend this
song, and I myself plan to check out
more songs by the artist!
Sad:
¨Dancing After Death
(stripped)¨ by Matt Maeson: I have
full confidence in saying that Matt
Maeson is the best sad-song writer I
have ever listened to. You can truly
hear the hurt in his voice, and his
dynamic and tonal control is crazy.
This is one of his non-explicit
songs, and it is also one of his best.
I selected the stripped version
(basically means acoustic) for this
list, as I feel it sounds more
genuinely melancholy without a lot
of production

Nostalgic:
¨Old
Ties
and
Companions¨ by Mandolin Orange:
This song is a really sweet
bluegrass/newgrass folk song.
There?s something about acoustic
roots music that just makes it seem
so authentic and heartfelt. The song
is a tale of reminiscing on the good
old days with friends you haven?t
seen in a long time, and the guitar
and mandolin part really help to
shape this vibe. Even if you aren?t
typically a fan of folk or bluegrass
music, I think you should definitely
give this song a try! Mandolin
Orange is a very accessible
bluegrass band, and even if you
only listen to rap or pop, I think
you?d enjoy this song if you gave it
a chance!
Hear tbreak:
¨Baltimore¨
by
Hodera: This a very pure and
unproduced song about wanting
someone who doesn?t want you
back. Everyone has felt lead on at
some point in their life, and this
song is extremely relatable for that
reason.
This song
perfectly
expresses all of the different stages
and feelings associated with
heartbreak. The vocals are very raw,
and the simple acoustic guitar in the
background gives the song a very
homey vibe.

Continued on the next page...
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Continued...
Hype: ¨The Way it Was¨ by The
Killers: Everybody loves cheesy
songs from the 80s, and this song
perfectly blends the atmosphere of
80s pop-rock
with
modern
alternative rock. The vocals are
powerful and catchy, and the
instrumental parts are full of
energy. The buildup before the
chorus and the drop that follows are
sure to make you headbang and
feel like an absolute rockstar. This
song is very different from most
songs by The Killers, and I?m
positive that you?ll be humming
this all day after your first listen!
Relaxed: ¨Mind over Matter¨ by
Young the Giant: This song is
insanely soulful and just all around
perfect. The lead singer´s voice is
so smooth and crisp, and his soft
falsetto vocals fit the vibe of the
song perfectly. The instrumentals of
the song are very R& B influenced,
and the chords used are beautiful.
This song is absolutely perfect for
late night drives, and I'm sure you´ll
be singing along with every listen!
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Senior Spotlight: Ella
Kenyon

Store: M & M s store

What do you prefer?

Website: Coolmathgames.com

Dogs or Cats - Dogs

Item of Clothing: Dresses

Netflix or TikTok - TikTok

By Ben Coddington

Holiday: Chr istmas

Nike or Adidas - Nike

Ella Kenyon was born on October
15th, 2003 to parents Allison and
Lance Kenyon. A loyal Emerald
Knight, like her father before her,
Ella is finally a senior here at HCS
after thirteen long years of
education (K-12). Ella is also a
tri-athlete MVP for she is a member
of the HCS basketball, soccer, and
track teams and is high-key the
G.O.A.T at all of them. On top of
that she is a breakout star journalist,
writing some of this year?s most
phenomenal articles for the EP due
to her exemplary writing skills.
Here?s some more information
about Ella:

Class: Emer ald Press

Star Wars or Harry Potter - " Star
War s"

Favorites -

If you could talk to any person from
history, who would it be and why?

Movie: "National Treasure"
TV show: "Gilmore Gir ls"

Number: 11
Game: Apples to Apples
Drink: Unicor n Seltzer

Questions:
If you could bring one thing to a
deserted island what would it be?
Duct Tape

What is your biggest Pet Peeve?
When Camille steals my clothes

Hellen K eller, to see if she is a
fr aud

Character: Ashoka Tano
Book: "Pr ide and Prej udice"
Song: "I tsy Bitsy Spider "
Food: Pizza
Place: Pleasant L ake

If you had three wishes from a
genie, what would they be?
No pover ty, wor ld peace, and
more wishes

Condiment: Chick-fil-a Sauce
Season: Summer
Color: Pink
Sport: Bean Bag Toss
Instrument: Clar inet

If you could travel anywhere in the
world where would it be?
Probably I taly

Artist: L ana Del Rey

If you could have one superpower
what would it be?

Actor: Natalie Por tman

Shapeshifting

Ice Cream: M oose Tr acks
Phrase: Well, I guess

Slices or Oliveri?s - Oliver i?s
Coke or Pepsi - Neither
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Music Artist of the
Week: Rabbit intheRye

amazing small town qualities and

By Ben Pollock

Rabbit in the Rye isn't a band

Rabbit in the Rye is a bluegrass/newgrass band from Hamilton, New York, who´s unique and
progressive songwriting has won
them a SAMMY (Syracuse Area
Music Award) for Best New
Artist. Rabbit in the Rye consists
of Brendan O´Connor on percussion and mandolin, Joseph Mettler
on guitar and harmonica, Alexander Lavon on bass, and all three of
them together contributing to the
vocals on their tracks. The band
currently has three albums, Live at
Subrosa, Tabled Fables, and their
most recent album, 2016´s Kindling.

vibes in their music, all the while
boasting

incredible

production

value on every one of their tracks.
that's just good because it's ¨cool¨
that they're local, they are a band
that's good because their talent and
songwriting

abilities

are

ab-

solutely incredible, both in the
studio and as live performers.
When I first listened to a studio
album from Rabbit in the Rye,
which in this case was Kindling, I
was blown away by how intricate
and beautiful every single song
was. Their music is not your
stereotypical bluegrass that uses
the same 4 chords over and over
again, every single one of their
songs was unique and had its own
character. Warm and crisp flatpicked guitar parts are made even

I have personally had the plea-

more beautiful by the subtle yet

sure to see Rabbit in the Rye live

complex mandolin melodies, and

on multiple occasions, and I can

the beautiful vocals over top are

honestly say that these perfor-

icing on the cake. Even if you

mances were some of the best I

don't particularly enjoy bluegrass

have ever seen. When you think

music, you should definitely give

about Hamilton, New York, you

Rabbit in the Rye a chance, be-

think of a small and humble town

cause they are not your stereotypi-

that is held together by strong

cal bluegrass band!

community values. Rabbit in the
Rye fully encapsulates all of these
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TopTenHolidayMovies
By Ben Coddington
Everyone here at the Emerald Press
hopes our readers have a happy and
healthy holiday. In celebration of
the Holiday Season, let?s take a look
at ten of the best holiday films of all
time. Happy Holidays!
(Disclaimer - This list is not the
'right list', it?s just our list. Opinions
may vary.)
10. ?The Santa Clause? (1994)
Divorced dad Scott Calvin, played
by Tim Allen, has his young son
over for Christmas Eve for
visitation.
However,
after
accidentally killing Santa, Scott is
forced to don the suit and take his
place. The film definitely doesn?t
sleigh, but it's still a Christmas
Classic worth the watch. Plus it
seems to always be on TV this time
of year, so it's not exactly hard to
miss.
9. ?Scrooged? (1988)
Frank Cross seemingly only cares
about one thing: money. He is a
successful television executive
whose heartless and greedy attitude
has driven away the love of his life,
Claire Phillips. After firing an
employee on Christmas Eve, Frank
is visited by three ghosts who allow
him to see his terrible behavior and
right his wrongs. ?Scrooged? is
definitely our favorite film rendition
of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol? here at the Emerald Press
and worth checking out this Holiday
season if you never have.
8. ?The Polar Express? (2004)
Based on the beloved children?s
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book of the same name, ?The Polar
Express? is about a young boy who,
after beginning to doubt the
existence of Santa Claus, embarks
on a journey to the North Pole to
discover the true meaning of
Christmas. The film is the first-ever
fully-motion-captured
animated
film and putting aside the huge
uncanny valley that results from
that, it is still a heartwarming
adventure and a classic Christmas
film.
7. ?How the
Christmas? (1966)

Grinch

Stole

Yep, you read that correctly? 1966.
Forget
the
nightmare
fuel,
live-action Jim Carrey version
(which if I?m being completely
honest I secretly enjoy too), the
Chuck Jones classic cartoon version
of this Dr. Seuss Christmas Tale is
all you need this Christmas. Each
Christmas, you can be certain
everyone here at the EP will feast,
feast, feast, feast, eat their
?Who-Pudding?
and
?rare
Who-Roast Beast,? and watch ?the
Grinch? of course!
6. ?Home Alone? (1990)
In this John Hughes classic,
8-year-old Kevin McCallister, who
definitely doesn?t grow up to be the
killer ?Jigsaw? from the ?Saw?
movies, finds he has been left home
alone by his family who headed off
to Paris for the holidays in a rush.
However, he soon learns that two
thieves plan to rob his house.
Therefore, he takes it upon himself
to defend his home from the
intruders. Let?s be honest, ?Home
Alone? is a movie you can watch at
any time of the year, but most
definitely during the holiday season.

5. ?A Charlie Brown Christmas?
(1965)
?A Charlie Brown Christmas? or as
I like to call it: ?the movie that
made me feel bad for wanting a
healthy Christmas tree,? is a classic
that probably everyone and their
dog knows. However, if you have
been living under a rock, ?A Charlie
Brown Christmas? is another
?Peanuts? story in which Charlie
Brown is fed up with the
commercialization
and
secularization of Christmas. He
takes it upon himself to put on the
Christmas nativity play and show
everyone the true meaning of
Christmas. If you don?t watch this at
least once every December? what
are you even doing?
4. ?A Christmas Story? (1983)
Alright, before our passionate
readers come looking to shoot my
eye out with an official Red Ryder,
carbine action, two-hundred-shot
range model air rifle, for not placing
this higher on the list, I would like
to say I love the last four films on
this list just about equally. I was
really in a jam trying to decide
between these last four and this is
just the way things worked out.
Sorry. Anyway, ?A Christmas
Story? is a super funny movie about
a kid who really wants a BB gun for
Christmas and gets up to a bunch of
shenanigans. This Holiday season
make sure to cook up a ?Chinese
turkey? because I triple-dog-dare
you to watch ?A Christmas Story.?

Continued on page B6
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Continued...
3. ?National Lampoon?s Christmas
Vacation? (1989)
The holiday-themed third installment of the Griswold Saga is worth
watching solely because of Randy
Quaid's Cousin Eddie and Chevy
Chase?s Clark Griswold who are
both comedy gold. The film follows the Griswold family as their
father, Clark, tries to produce the
perfect family Christmas. However,
things quickly go wrong as more
and more members of their dysfunctional family show up to celebrate the holidays. Honestly, I
watch this movie sometimes when
it?s not even Christmas. ?Christmas
Vacation? is just ?the gift that
keeps on giving the whole year.?

2. ?Elf? (2003)
In this holiday flick, we see Will
Ferrell run around New York City
dressed as an elf and teaching us
?the best way to spread Christmas
cheer is singing loud for all to
hear? and that Macy?s mall Santas
smell ?like beef and cheese.? Ferrell is side-splitting as the 6?3? elf
who travels to the big city in search
of his biological father. Do yourself
a favor and stop being such a
?cotton-headed ninny muggins?
and watch ?Elf? this holiday
season!
1. ?It?s a Wonderful Life? (1946)
I know right, big surprise that ?It?s
a Wonderful Life? is number one
on our list, but it's not like it's a
masterpiece for no reason at all.
The film is heartwarming, funny,
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and is a good reminder that Christmas is the season of giving not receiving. The film is about a man
named George Bailey who after a
series of unfortunate events that he
cannot see himself overcoming,
contemplates taking his own life on
Christmas eve. However, just before he goes through with it, he is
saved by his guardian angel named
Clarence. Clarence takes George
on a journey through a parallel universe to show him what his hometown would be like if he had never
done all his good deeds through the
years. ?It?s a Wonderful Life? is
truly the pinnacle of the Christmas
Classics and definitely worth
checking out if you never have.
Honorable Mentions: ?Miracle on
34th Street? (1947), ?The Nightmare Before Christmas? (1993),
?Die Hard? (1988), ?Gremlins?
(1984), ?Santa Claus is Coming to
Town? (1970), ?The Muppets
Christmas Carol? (1992)
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HolidayRecipes:
GingerbreadCookies
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger

Ingredients
-

1/2 cup butter, softened
3/4 cup packed dark
brown sugar
1/3 cup molasses
1 large egg, room
temperature
2 tablespoons water
2-2/3 cups all-purpose
flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground
nutmeg
½ teaspoon ground
allspice

Instructions:
1. Cream butter and brown
sugar until light and
fluffy. Beat in molasses,
egg and water. In another
bowl, whisk together remaining ingredients minus frosting; gradually
beat into creamed mixture. Divide dough in half.
Shape each into a disk;
cover. Refrigerate until
easy to handle, about 30
minutes.
2. Preheat oven to 350°. On
a lightly floured surface,
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roll each portion of dough
to 1/8-in. thickness. Cut
with a floured 4-in. gingerbread man cookie cutter. Place 2 in. apart on
greased baking sheets.
3. Bake until edges are firm,
8-10 minutes. Remove to
wire racks to cool completely. Frost as desired.
My opinion: This is a solid seasonal recipe, the cookies are
what you would expect with a
delicious semi-sweet, spiced flavor. If you are someone who
thinks that cookies should be as
sweet as possible there is also an
option to frost the cookies.
Overall, I think that these were
worthy of the number two spot
on Taste of Home?s Christmas
cookie ranking list, however,
they are not that special in terms
of gingerbread cookies
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flood. But other than that he?s a
CollegePenPal: JulesFravil toilet
pretty good roommate.

By Henry Crespi

What?s your favor ite food to get at
the dining hall?
It?s like the thing that they make in
front of you at like Asian restaurants.
What do you miss most about
Hamilton Centr al School?
Hamilton eSports
What are you most looking forwar d to in your upcoming year ?

Attending St. John Fisher College
majoring in political science. Graduated from Hamilton in 2020. Former
eSports legend as well as Heely
shredder.
What?s your best exper ience at
college so far ?
I think my best experience is when
my friend just went of, he just went
off telling her how [not nice] she
was,

Seeing my friends again from college
and frickin' taco Tuesdays with the
boys
What advice do you have for
Hamilton students applying to college?
Just make sure you do well in school
so it looks good!
What?s the weir dest exper ience
you have had?

YEAH, in zoom

Sometimes I wouldn't be able to get
into zoom class and wouldn't be able
to introduce myself in the first class.
I never got to introduce myself, I was
kinda nameless.

What?s your wor st exper ience?

What?s your favor ite class so far ?

Was them giving me an email that I
had to leave campus in 36 hours

I think this semester my favorite
class was the philosophy course because it felt more engaging probably
because I was the only freshman in
the class.

to her face?

What clubs are you involved in?
I?m in the gaming club!
What is your dor m like?
Very small for the size of me and my
roommate. Me and my roommate are
very above average in height so yeah.
Otherwise I?m the maid of the room
and keep stuff clean.
What?s your biggest pet peeve with
your roommate?
He uses baby wipes and caused the
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AaronRodgers' 400th
TouchdownPass
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
On December 6th, 2020, Aaron
Rodgers threw his 400th touchdown
pass in a Week 13 matchup against
the Philadelphia Eagles. Aaron
Rodgers now holds the title for
fewest games to reach 400 touchdown passes, with 193 games. This
milestone places Rodgers within a
group consisting of only elite quarterbacks: Tom Brady, Peyton Manning, Drew Brees, Dan Marino,
Brett Farve, and Philip Rivers.

C1

This leaves one wondering what
more the season may hold for the
Green Bay Packers with their explosive offense led by Rodgers and
Adams. Following a Week 14 victory against the Detroit Lions, the
Packers have clinched the NFC East
and are currently on track to become
the number one seed in the NFC
Playoffs.
Aaron Rodgers (Above)

The play that pushed Rodgers past
this milestone was a 1st and goal
play from about the nine yard line
midway through the 3rd quarter. The
route that receiver Davante Adams
ran for the catch was a quick flat
where he caught the ball at the line
of scrimmage. Following the pass
from Rodgers, Adams was in a one
on one situation against Eagles corner Darius Slay. Adams was able to
stretch across the goal line pushing
through Slay and securing Rodgers?
400th touchdown pass.
Knowing that this was an important milestone for Rodgers, Adams
waited for him in the endzone with
the ball, presenting it to him surrounded by their teammates. Fellow
Packer Allen Lazard also joined in
the celebration, ?crowning? both
Adams and Rodgers. This reception
was also monumental for Adams,
being his 6th of the game making it
his 7th game in a row with six or
more receptions and a touchdown.

Davante Adams presenting Aaron Rodgers with the
ball from his 400th touchdown pass. (Above)
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The Emer ald
Pr ess
Please let us k now if
you would like t o
w r it e an ar t icle for
t he EP at any point
t his year. We ar e always look ing for new
r epor t er s!
-The EP

Lunch Menu and Games
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Coloring:
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Quest ion of t he Week
DECEMBER 18, 2020

" 'Santa Tell Me', by Arianna Grande"

~ Emma Newman

D3

" 'All I Want for Christmas is
You', by Mariah Carey"
-Aidan Helfant

" 'Baby It's Cold Outside' "
-Santiago Cardelus-Watkins

What is your
favor it e
holiday
" 'Underneath the Tree' "
~ Mrs. Reynolds

song?
By Ella Kenyon

" 'The Hanukkah Song' by
Adam Sandler"
~ Ben Pollock

" 'Santa Clause is Comin' to
Town' by Bruce Springstein"

"'Santa Baby' by Arianna
Grande ft. Liz Gillies"

~ Emma Basher

~ Amaya Martin

" 'Pennies from Heaven' "
~ Brooke Speer

